Welcome to your free sample of

Printable Music Games
Printable Music Games contains 20 unique games with hundreds of variations that are ideal for both private music lessons and small group work
within a larger class.
This sample includes one game: The Amazing Musical Instrument
Race, so you can try it out and see the simplicity and effectiveness of
learning with games.
These games are intended to be quick, five minute activities that can take
place at the end of a music lesson or practice session.
Many teachers have reported great success using these games as “stations” within a large elementary class, and they are ideal for small group or
individual tuiton.

Game 1 Musical Go-Fish
Students wil learn the terminology of the rhythm symbols and
have a great time
Game 2 Notes to Riches
Helps students understand beat values

Game 11 Musical Snap
This is not as easy as it seems, as students have to carefully
check both the pitch and rhythm elements in the notes! Great
Fun!
Game 12 Rhythm Spin
Helps students understanding of Rhythm Concepts

Game 3 Scale Ladders
Understand scale degrees using either technical names or
solfedge

Game 13 Stop its Wrong!
A fun way to learn about the correct way to write musical symbols

Game 4 Treasure Island
Students will learn the major scale and interval relationships

Game 14 Instrument Detective
A great fun quiz about musical instruments

Game 5 Connectionz
Great for piano: students have to connect the keyboard with the
manuscript notes

Game 15 Music Marathon
Musical trivia has never been so much fun!

Game 6 Musical Tic-Tac-Toe
Students will have great fun while re-inforcing pitch knowledge
and
Game 7 Musical Memory Match
There are many variations of cards included so you can customise
this classic game to the level of your students
Game 8 Rhythm Number Match
Help Students Understand Beat Values
Game 9 Roll Up
Circus Fun with Rhythms!
Game 10 Flash Match
Have your class yelling out for more with this one!

Game 16 Rhythm Train
Great way to learn about Time Signatures!
Game 17 Keyboard Kapers
Great for piano lessons, students can match pitches against the
keyboard positions
Game 18 Pitch Bingo
The whole class can play this classic together
Game 19 Musical Snakes & Ladders
Enjoy this classic game with a musical twist!
Game 20 The Amazing Musical Race
*YOUR SAMPLE GAME!*
Help your students general knowledge of musical instruments

Also Included with this product is:
Ebook: “Seven Secrets to Success in Motivating Children to Practice Music”
A guide on how to get private music students motivated to practice their instrument each and every week
The Ultimate Practice System
These printable stickers and practice charts have proven hugely successful in getting children to practice music. Along with the E Book
strategies that you will learn in our system, you will find them indispensable in motivating and inspiring children.
The Ultimate Flashcard Set
A set of just about any flashcard you’ll ever need to teach music! Mix them up with the flashcards included in the games to create
limitless variations!

Your Sample Game
(game #20 from Printable Music Games)

The Amazing Musical Instrument Race
1. Introduction
Ready Set Race! You'll love the simplicity of this game once you get started. Once you mention the word RACE the race is really on. Your kids will be wanting to call out the answers and
it gives you the chance to throw in a few unusual instruments as well. Enjoy the productive
problem solving in this one!
2. Printing Instructions
First print out the game board and if you wish you can either laminate it or stick onto cardboard
or the inside of a manilla folder.
The print out the clue cards. If you can “back” copies on your printer, then print Page 2 on the
back of Page 1, page 4 on the back of page 3 etc, or if you cant simply print them on separate
pages and glue them together back to back.
3. Instructions
Object: To get to the end first.
Preparation: Everyone has a counter ready at the start. Clue cards are placed face up on the
game board (as answers are on the back).
Pictures of musical instruments are on the game board which will help children with the answers.
Directions: Each player in turn to read the clue card to another player, and that player works out
the appropriate matching instrument to go with the clue. The Reader checks that the answer is
correct, and then instructs the player to move ahead the number of spaces suggested on the
card. The first player to the end wins.

Start

The Amazing Musical

Finish!

Instrument Race!

Q.
Which Instrument
has 88 Keys?

Q.
Which family
of instruments
all have four
strings and a
bow?

Q.
Which
instrument is
also called the
pianoforte?

Q.
Which
instrument is
the smallest
of the string
family?

Q.
Which keyboard
instrument was
popular before
the piano was
invented?

Q.
Which string
instrument is
larger than a
violin, but smaller
than the cello

Q.
Which instrument
has strings and
pedals but is not
a piano.

Q.
Which string
instrument has
a spike to hold it
up?

The Harp

The Harpsichord

The Piano

The Piano

4

3

2

3

The Cello
(violincello)

The Viola

3

4

The Violin

2

The String
Family

3

Q.
Which string
instrument
is commonly
played in Jazz
music?

Q.
What is the name
of the instrument
that looks like a
small guitar?

Q.
Which instrument
can be strummed

Q.
Which is the
only woodwind
instrument,
that is constructed from
silver or gold?

Q.
Which instrument
has six strings,
and is connected
to an amplifier to
make sound

Q.
This instrument
has four thick
strings, and is
connected to an
amplifier to make
sound

Q.
Which black
woodwind
instrument has
a single wooden
reed

Q.
Which black
woodwind
instrument has a
double reed?

Bass Guitar

3

Oboe

5

Electric Guitar

Acoustic Guitar

Double Bass

2

3

4

Clarinet

4

Flute

3

Ukulele

5

This instrument is
called “fagotti” in
italian, because it
looks like a bundle
of sticks

This instrument
is made of brass,
but is part of the
woodwind family

This high pitched
brass instrument
has three valves
and a cup shaped
mouthpiece

This Brass
instrument can
play a “slide”
between notes

This is the
largest brass
instrument

This circular
shaped
instrument has
a large amount
of brass tubing
coiled around

This tuned
percussion
instrument has
keys made out
of wood, and is
played with two
mallets

This percussion
instrument has
keys made out of
metal, has a pedal,
and is a popular
instrument in jazz
music

Trombone

4

Vibraphone

5

Trumpet

2

Xylophone

3

Saxophone

3

French Horn

4

Bassoon

5

Tuba

5

This percussion
instrument has
metal wires
underneath which
vibrate when the
instrument is
played

This instrument
has the same
name as a shape.

This instrument
has been made out
of coconuts

This instrument looks like
two round brass
plates, and are
crashed together
to make sound

This percussion
instrument is
actually several
different drums
played together

This small
keyboard
percussion
instrument has a
german sounding
name

This instrument
is used by
spanish dancers

This instrument
has a skin and
jingles around its
sides

Castanets

Maracas

4

2

Tambourine

3

Triangle

Snare Drum

2

4

Glockenspiel

Drum Kit

Cymbals

5

2

4

